We investigate the onset of thermoacoustic instabilities in a turbulent combustor terminated with an area contraction. Flow speed is varied in a swirl-stabilized, partially premixed combustor and the system is observed to undergo a dynamical transition from combustion noise to instability via intermittency. We find that the frequency of thermoacoustic oscillations does not lock-on to any of the acoustic modes. Instead, we observe that the dominant mode in the dynamics of combustion noise, intermittency and thermoacoustic instability is a function of the flow speed. We also find that the observed mode is insensitive to the changes in acoustic field of the combustor, but it varies as a function of upstream flow time scale. This new kind of thermoacoustic instability was independently discovered in the recent theoretical analysis of premixed flames. They are known as intrinsic thermoacoustic modes. In this paper, we report the experimental observation and the route to flame intrinsic thermoacoustic instabilities in partially premixed flame combustors. A simplified low-order network model analysis is performed to examine the driving mechanism. Frequencies predicted by the network model analysis match well with the experimentally observed dominant frequencies. Intrinsic flame-acoustic coupling between the unsteady heat release rate and equivalence ratio fluctuations occurring at the location of fuel injection is found to play a key role. Further, we observe intrinsic thermoacoustic modes to occur only when the acoustic reflection co-efficients at the exit are low. This result indicates that thermoacoustic systems with increased acoustic losses at the boundaries have to consider the possibility of flame intrinsic thermoacoustic oscillations.
Introduction
Thermoacoustic instabilities continue to impede the development of reliable combustion systems. Largeamplitude, periodic, unsteady pressure oscillations resulting from thermoacoustic instabilities can create severe structural vibrations and lead to reduced lifetime of systems. [1] [2] [3] Additional design, maintenance and repair costs cause losses to engine manufacturers and operators. 4, 5 Moreover, the occurrence of these oscillations is one of the hindrance to the development of low-emission combustion systems, as the employed fuel-lean conditions are more likely to promote thermoacoustic oscillations. Hence, investigating thermoacoustic instabilities is important from the viewpoint of operating cleaner combustors.
The classical mechanism for the occurrence of thermoacoustic instability is the positive feedback coupling between unsteady flame and acoustic modes of the combustor, which is well-studied in the literature. 5, 6 However, instabilities that can be excited by convective mechanisms without locking-on to any of the acoustic eigenmodes have not received much attention. The downstream end of combustion chambers in most of practical systems is usually connected to additional components such as tailpipes, turbine blades, etc. These components effectively reduce the exit areas, which can result in either choked flow or reduced acoustic reflection at the exit and can modify the mechanism that cause thermoacoustic instabilities. Crucially, for the case of reduced acoustic reflection coefficient at the exit, instability can occur owing to an intrinsic thermoacoustic (ITA) feedback loop.
Instabilities caused due to ITA feedback loop are very recently discovered in the independent theoretical analysis of premixed flames by Hoeijmakers et al. 1 and Emmert et al. 2 The mechanism of ITA feedback loop is explained as follows in velocity sensitive burners. In these burners, there is a spatial location (in the burner) where velocity fluctuations initiate a sequence of events, leading to perturbations in the flame, which cause heat release rate fluctuations. In general, this spatial location is the location where velocity fluctuations are measured to describe the response of the flame: flame transfer/describing function. We term this location as the reference location. Heat release rate perturbations generate acoustic waves, which travel both upstream and downstream of the flame. Upstream traveling acoustic waves lead to velocity fluctuations at the same reference location, generating further heat release rate fluctuations. A feedback loop is established in this fashion, which is independent of the dimension of the acoustic confinement present in the system. Theoretical predictions by Hoeijmakers et al. 1 and Emmert et al. 2 in velocity sensitive burners showed that the fundamental oscillating frequency in ITA mode depends on the convective time delay upstream of the flame. If the response of a velocity sensitive flame is represented by a simple n À model (n and are interaction index and time delay respectively), then the fundamental frequency is estimated to be close to 1=2 ( is the time lag between the source of upstream velocity perturbations and the flame). The phase difference between heat release rate fluctuations and velocity fluctuations at the reference location becomes À for ITA modes. In other words, the argument of the flame transfer function becomes À.
Further, it is reported that ITA modes are dominant in the limit of anechoic boundary conditions.
1 Direct numerical simulations with perfect non-reflecting boundary condition in laminar premixed flames also confirmed the presence of ITA instabilities. 7, 8 Meanwhile, theoretical analysis of Bomberg et al. 9 and Emmert et al. 10 suggests that ITA instabilities persist and become dominant even in practical combustor configurations with acoustic losses, although not anechoic.
Most of the analysis on ITA modes and associated instabilities are either theoretical or computational. Hoeijmakers et al. 11 were the first to experimentally report the occurrence of ITA mode as the dominant mode in a small premixed Bunsen burner type of configuration. Silva et al. 12 used their previous experimental results to identify that one of their observed frequency in the spectrum of combustion noise was arising due to the ITA modes, although it was not the dominant one. Recently, Albayrak et al. 13 reported that ITA modes are predominant in their perfectly premixed combustion system. In each case mentioned above, the mechanism that drives ITA mode is different. More importantly, underlying physical mechanism for the cause of ITA feedback in non-premixed combustion systems is yet to be analyzed.
The interest to study ITA modes stems from the fact that these modes begin to be dominant, when the conventional acoustic modes in a combustor are damped by reducing the amplitude of the reflection coefficient at the boundaries of the combustors. However, an experimental verification of this fact is yet to be made in various combustion systems. The primary focus of the present paper is to verify this fact in a partially premixed combustor configuration. We perform experiments and show that in the same combustor, the mechanism of instability can be altered from conventional thermoacoustic to intrinsic flame acoustic feedback loop, as the loss at the boundaries are increased.
Besides high-amplitude thermoacoustic oscillations, unsteady flame produces comparatively low-amplitude aperiodic pressure fluctuations, which is known as combustion noise in the community.
14 From the results of previous [15] [16] [17] and current (refer Figure 2 (g) to (i)) experimental investigations, we observe that combustion noise is preferentially amplified near the acoustic modes of the combustor, where there is no exit area contraction. Past investigations in constant area combustor, also indicate that the transition to instability from combustion noise happens as a growth in acoustic energy near the acoustic resonant modes of the combustor. 17, 18 However, combustion noise and its bifurcation to thermoacoustic instability in an area contracted combustor, i.e. with reduced acoustic reflection at the boundary, have not yet been investigated.
In this study, we examine the transition from combustion noise to instability in a swirl-stabilized, partially premixed combustor terminated with an area reduction. We show that combustion noise is weakly amplified near the low-frequency mode and the amplification of unsteady pressure does not occur near the acoustic eigenmodes which is in contrary to that of the combustors with no exit area contraction. The dominant time scale during this transition is a function of the flow speed. We show that the dominant frequency remains unaffected for changes in lengths of the combustion chamber, but it varies with respect to the upstream flow time scale. Emmert et al. 2 reported that the ITA resonance mode depends on the convective time delay upstream of the flame, which scales roughly with the flow speed. A simplified low-order network model analysis is performed to identify that the instability in the area contracted combustor is due to intrinsic flame-acoustic feedback loop. 19, 20 Past experiments 11, 13 have shown that ITA modes can be dominant in perfectly premixed systems. A similar exercise in the case of partially premixed configuration is vital, owing to its practical relevance. The current investigation is aimed with this motivation.
The outline of the manuscript is as follows. In section 2, we describe the experimental setup and measurement methods. In section 3, results from spectral and network model analysis are discussed. Finally, key findings are summarized as conclusions in section 4.
Experiments
We perform experiments in a swirler stabilized, turbulent partially premixed combustor operating at high flow Reynolds numbers ( Re> 13000). The cross-sectional view of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 1 (a).
The configuration mainly consists of an upstream settling chamber, a burner and a combustion chamber with three extension ducts (Figure 1(a) ). The settling chamber has an outer diameter and a length of 220 mm and 250 mm, respectively. The circular burner having an outer diameter (D 1 ) of 42 mm and a length of 80 mm connects the settling chamber with the square cross-sectional (90 mm Â 90 mm having a thickness of 10 mm) combustion chamber. The length of the combustion chamber is 300 mm. It is connected to three individual extension ducts having lengths of 200 mm, 200 mm and 300 mm respectively. In this paper, we describe the combustion chamber along with extension ducts as combustor. The length of the combustor (l) is the distance between the entrance of the combustion chamber and the exit of the combustor. Using extension ducts, experiments are performed for three different lengths Exit area reduction is achieved by a sudden contraction from the square cross section of 8100 mm 2 to a circular cross section area of 962 mm 2 , using a short removable nozzle of 10 mm thickness placed at the exit. Reduction in the exit area is quantified by defining area ratio, AR exit area/cross section area of the combustion chamber (AR ¼ 0.12). This reduced exit area alters the acoustic boundary condition at the exit. In the present case, it generates loss in acoustic energy. Experiments are performed by varying the cold flow Mach number (0.008 5 M cold 5 0.077) at the location of the burner. Volumetric flow rates of fuel and air are simultaneously varied while maintaining the equivalence ratio in the lean limit (0:53 4 4 0:42). Flow rates are measured in standard liters per minute, using calibrated rotameters with an uncertainty of AE2% of the reading. Cold flow Reynolds number (12,945 5 Re 5 51,454) is computed using the expression, Re
Þ, where, _ m is the total mass flow rate of fuel-air mixture. Cold flow Mach number (M cold ) is calculated based on the steady state velocity at the burner, which is obtained from the volumetric flow rates of both fuel and air. On the cold side, steady state temperature is measured to be 25 C for all the experimental conditions. Further, the experimental conditions are listed in Table 1 .
Two piezoelectric pressure transducers (PCB piezotronics, model number PCB103B02) having sensitivities of 215 mV/kPa and 219.4 mV/kPa are placed at 0.45 m and 0.65 m, respectively, from the upstream end of the combustion chamber. They are mounted on the combustor wall using a specially made stainless steel port. A semi-infinite tube (6 m long) is connected to the pressure transducer mount to prevent the occurrence of acoustic resonance within the mount. Acoustic pressure is measured at a sampling rate of 4096 Hz for 5 s. The signal from pressure transducer is interfaced to a 16-bit analog-to-digital conversion card (NI-9215) having a resolution and input voltage range of 0.305 mV and AE10 V, respectively. Furthermore, a K-type thermocouple located at 0.45 m from the upstream end is used to measure steady state temperature. This measurement is used as the averaged hot gas temperature. Measurements are acquired at each flow condition, with a pause of 15 s between successive conditions, in order to avoid capturing the transient behavior. Hot gas temperature is continuously monitored during the course of the experiment, so as to ensure that operating conditions are same for the configurations compared in the paper.
Results and discussions

Onset of thermoacoustic instabilities in a reduced exit area combustor
In Figure 2 , we show the time trace of unsteady pressure measured during the transition to thermoacoustic instability from combustion noise for increasing flow speed in the reduced exit area combustor (AR ¼ 0:12, l ¼ 1:0 m).
(i) Acoustic pressure acquired during combustion noise (M cold ¼ 0.016) shows low-amplitude, seemingly random fluctuations (Figure 2(a) ). The amplitude spectrum is broad-band with low-amplitude peaks near the frequencies 69.63 Hz (amplitude is 107.5 Pa) and 293.4 Hz (amplitude is 11 Pa), as shown in Figure 2 (b). In contrast, when the flame is confined in a constant area combustor (AR ¼ 1.0, Figure 2 (g)), combustion noise is preferentially amplified near the natural duct acoustic modes: similar results (with respect to AR ¼ 1.0) are reported in earlier investigations. [15] [16] [17] (ii) As we vary the flow condition towards the onset of instability, bursts of high-amplitude periodic oscillations appear intermittently in the backgrounds of apparently random fluctuations (Figure 2(c) ). This nonlinear dynamical state in turbulent combustion systems was identified as intermittency by Nair et al. 17 In the present experiments, such intermittent dynamics did not asymptotically approach limit cycle or combustion noise. Instead, the intermittent bursts persist over time and appear consistently prior to the onset of instability indicating that it is not a transient phenomenon. The frequency of high-amplitude periodic fluctuations in an intermittent burst is measured to be 73.25 Hz ðM cold ¼ 0:026Þ ( Figure  2(d) ). This frequency is different from the frequency of limit cycle oscillations (93.88 Hz) during instability ðM cold ¼ 0:061Þ (Figure 2(f) ). Further, the frequency of periodic oscillations during intermittent bursts increases as the flow speed is increased (region (b) in Figure 3 ). This is in contrast to the intermittent dynamics prior to instability in an open-ended combustor (AR ¼ 1.0, Figure 2 periodic oscillations remains almost unchanged and it is close to the frequency of limit cycle oscillations (Figure 2(i) ). (iii) When the flow speed is further increased past the condition of intermittency, duration of periodic oscillations in the intermittent burst state increases, and finally the system dynamics transitions to a self-excited limit cycle (Figure 2(e) ). The amplitude spectrum displays clean peaks near the integer multiples of frequency of 93.88 Hz (Figure 2(f) ). The frequency of instability (almost) linearly increases with flow speed (region (c) in Figure 3 ).
Spectral analysis of unsteady pressure suggests that (1) the onset of thermoacoustic instability in the reduced exit area combustor occurs via intermittency, which is qualitatively similar to the one in constant area combustors, as reported by Nair et al. 17 ; however, (2) the frequency of high-amplitude thermoacoustic oscillations increases with flow speed for AR ¼ 0.12. For the same range of operating conditions (0.008 5 M cold 5 0.077) with no exit area reduction (AR ¼ 1.0), the dominant frequency does not change with increasing flow speed (Figures 2(g) to (i) ). Moreover for AR ¼ 1.0, the amplitude of unsteady pressure increases near the quarter-wave acoustic resonant modes of the combustor, also reported earlier in Nair et al. 17 Thermoacoustic instabilities which are promoted by reducing the exit area ratio can be classified into (i) entropy-driven instabilities and (ii) ITA instabilities. The dominant frequency observed during these instabilities is lower than the fundamental acoustic mode frequency. Furthermore, the frequency has a strong dependence (increases) with flow speed. When the fluctuations of entropy are generated by flame impinges, a choked or nearly choked exit, acoustic waves are reflected back towards the flame. 22, 23 The positive feedback loop between such entropy-generated acoustic wave and the unsteady flame can lead to entropydriven instabilities. [24] [25] [26] The dominant time scale is the convective time delay between the generation of entropy wave at the flame and its impingement at the combustor exit. [27] [28] [29] In these situations, acoustic reflection coefficients at the combustor exit are high. 28 Thus, if the instabilities are indeed related to the convection of entropy waves, one can expect (i) increase in the dominant frequency when decreasing the combustor length and (ii) high values of acoustic reflection coefficient at the exit.
On the other hand, ITA instabilities (in the present configuration) occur owing to an upstream feedback coupling between the velocity perturbations at the location of fuel injection (creating equivalence ratio fluctuations) and the unsteady heat release rate. The dominant time scale in the ITA mode is the convective time delay upstream of the flame. ITA modes are observed at low or moderate Mach number flows with anechoic boundary condition or with low values of acoustic reflection coefficients at the exit. Therefore, if instabilities in present experiments stem from the ITA feedback, (i) the dominant frequency is expected to be independent (or weak function) of the combustion chamber length, (ii) the dominant frequency would decrease if the distance between the location of fuel injection and flame increases and (iii) the acoustic reflection coefficients would have low values at the combustor exit. Based on these criteria, we proceed to identify the physical reason for instability in the reduced exit area combustors in the following subsections.
Influence of convective time scale downstream and upstream of the flame on the dominant frequency
As aforementioned, there are two convective time delays: (i) a time delay downstream of the flame, cc ¼ l=u hot (related to the entropy mode), where l and u hot refer to the combustion chamber length and the hot gas velocity, respectively, and (ii) a time delay upstream of the flame mix ¼ l mix =u cold (related to the ITA mode), where l mix and u cold represent the length of the mixing zone and the steady state velocity upstream of the flame, respectively. Mixing zone is the zone between the location of fuel injection and end of the swirler, where the flame is anchored. We estimate these time delays, cc and mix using the combustion chamber length (l ¼ 1 m, 0.8 m and 0.7 m), mixing zone length (l mix , in the present case 59 mm), measured flow rates and hot gas temperature. The variations of mix and cc as functions of the Mach number M cold are shown in Figure 4 (a) and (b). As M cold increases, both flow time scales decrease. Since the length of the mixing zone is not varied, we observe that the mixing time scale ( mix ) lies on the same curve for all the three lengths of the combustor (Figure 4(a) ). On the other hand, as l is decreased, the flow time scale in the combustor ( cc ) decreases (Figure 4(b) ). Associated frequencies are calculated as reciprocals of the two time scales (Figure 4 In Figure 5 , we show the variation of dominant frequency (f dom ) in the amplitude spectra of unsteady pressure as a function of increasing flow speed in combustors of three different lengths (l ¼ 1 m, 0.8 m and 0.7 m; AR ¼ 0.12). If the instability is indeed related to the convection of entropy waves, the dominant frequency would increase with respect to the reduction in combustion chamber length. As can be seen in Figure 5 , the frequencies weakly depend on l. This could be due to the fact, at AR ¼ 0.12, the exit acoustic reflection coefficient is reduced and not perfectly anechoic. More discussion on this aspect is given in section 3. Figure 5 are not close to reciprocal of time scale associated with entropy modes (3-20 1=s, as shown in Figure 4(d) ), which suggest that the resonant modes may not be related to the convection of entropy waves.
In Figure 6 , we also show the variation of f dom with another mixing length, l mix ¼ 80 mm in combustors of length (a) l ¼ 1 m, (b) 0.8 m and (c) 0.7 m (Figure 6 ). We consistently observe that the dominant frequency for l mix ¼ 80 mm is lower than that for the case of 59 mm for all the three combustor lengths, while retaining the qualitative linear trend with the flow speed. This is expected for the ITA instabilities that increase in the convective time delay upstream of the flame would result in reduction in the dominant frequency. Furthermore, dominant frequencies in Figure 6 are close to the estimated values of ITA modes in Figure 4(c) . Although the present spectral analysis indicates the possible presence of ITA instabilities, we perform network model analysis to obtain a clarity and support our experimental results.
Low-order network analysis with a simple n À thermoacoustic flame model
Network models are well-established in thermoacoustic stability analysis, applied on a number of combustion systems. 20, 30, 31 For the present configuration, we closely follow the network model formulation by Polifke et al. 19 The details are given in Appendix 1. A schematic of the present experimental setup used for network modeling is shown in Figure 7 . Various key locations that are numbered from 1 to 7 are described in Table 2 .
Perturbations in pressure and velocity at the location of fuel injection create fluctuations in the mass flow rates of fuel and air. Stagnation pressure and temperature in the fuel line are 1.8 bar and 298.15 K, respectively. The corresponding mass flow rate, which would choke the 1 mm fuel hole is calculated to be 3:4 Â 10 À4 kg/s. During instability, a minimum fuel flow rate of 16 slpm is used, which translates to 5:1 Â 10 À4 kg/s. Hence, the fuel hole can be assumed to be choked. Thus, fluctuations in fuel mass flow rate can be neglected. However, fluctuations in air flow rate cause fluctuations in the mass fraction of fuel and eventually the heat release rate by the flame for lean combustors. This unsteady heat release rate leads to higher and lower expansion rates of fluid elements generating acoustic waves. Fluctuations in the fuel mass fraction at the location of fuel injection are experienced by the flame after a time delay caused by the finite length of the mixing zone and the velocity of Figure 7 . Schematic of the experimental setup used for network modeling. This figure is adapted from Polifke et al. 19 The description of various locations is given in Table 2 . the flow. The associated time delay equals mix ¼ l mix =u cold . Hence, the following mathematical expression is used to model the heat release rate fluctu-
where Q represents the steady state heat release rate by the flame. u 2 and u 0 2 indicate the steady and fluctuating air flow velocities at the location of fuel injection respectively. This model is simple, in the regard that gain (equaling 1) is same for all the oscillating frequencies. We observed that the dominant oscillating frequency calculated using this model agrees well with the experimental values for the parameter range performed in this paper. Obtaining the actual flame transfer function and using the same in the network model might make the agreement closer. However, this exercise is currently beyond the scope of the present paper, and hence we restrict ourselves to the flame model given in equation (1) .
Apart from heat release rate fluctuations, fluctuations in the mass fraction of fuel at the flame lead to fluctuations in the adiabatic flame temperature, generating entropy waves. The strength of the generated entropy waves (s 
These waves are convected downstream along with the base flow. Their dissipation and dispersion are modeled using the expression given in Wassmer et al. 33 They verified that the expression correctly predicts the convecting behavior of entropy waves observed in experiments. Furthermore, at the entrance to the nozzle (location 6), we apply the boundary condition given by Marble and Candel 22 for short unchoked nozzles to account for the reflection of acoustic waves due to the incident acoustic and entropy waves. It is found that the nozzle located at the exit of the combustor is unchoked for all the experimental conditions. For the network model, we calculate the steady state properties at all the locations (1-7) from the measured volume flow rates of air, fuel and steady state temperature in the hot zone of the combustor. Figure 8 shows the spectrum of the complex frequency (!=2) obtained from the network model for l ¼ 0.7 m. The real and negative of the imaginary parts of !=2 represent the oscillating frequency (f ¼ <ð!Þ=2) and the associated growth rate ( ¼ À=ð!Þ=2), respectively. Positive values of indicate growth of oscillations and viceversa. Spectrum associated with a particular Mach number M cold is shown with same color dots. As M cold is varied, the corresponding spectrum moves in the complex plane. Arrows indicate the direction of movement of spectrum when M cold is increased. Subfigure 8(a) shows the spectrum obtained with the inclusion of the coupling of acoustic and entropy waves at the flame (equation (11)) and the exit of the combustor (equation (15)). We observe two branches, A and B in the spectrum. The oscillating frequency f in these two branches increases with M cold . Branch A contains low-frequency oscillations. A zoomed-in view of branch A is shown in Figure 8(c) . The values of f lie between 2 and 20 Hz, which is in the range observed for 1= cc , shown in Figure 4 (d). We associate branch A with the entropy mode. In order to ensure that branch A represents entropy modes, a spectrum is obtained from the network model by deliberately making the values of the terms leading to the coupling of entropy and acoustic modes zero (Figure 8(b) ). We then observe that branch A is absent, indicating that it indeed contains only entropy mode. Moreover, for entropy mode, all the complex frequencies lie in the stable plane ( 5 0) of the spectrum (Figure 8(c) ). The growth rate () in branch A always decreases with oscillating frequency (f). Hence, we believe that higher order entropy modes having higher oscillating frequency are damped even more and hence could not be the source of oscillation, observed in experiments.
We now investigate the second branch B. For low values of M cold , the complex frequency lies in the unstable plane ( 4 0) of the spectrum, indicating that the oscillations grow and the system is unstable.
In the experiments, we begin from low air flow rates, and hence the observed frequency can be associated Entrance to the combustion chamber with the spectrum in branch B. Figure 10 ). It is to be noted that network model indicates that the modes in branch B become more stable and reach the stable part of the spectrum as the air flow rate is increased. This is not observed in the experiments, as the perturbations are no longer small after the occurrence of instability at high air flow rates. The predictions from network model are valid when the initial perturbations are small in comparison with the steady state. From Figure 9 , we observe that the oscillating frequency associated with the modes of branch B is a strong (increasing) function of M cold , while its dependence on the length of the combustor l is weak. The weak dependence on l is due to the fact that at AR ¼ 0.12, the exit acoustic reflection coefficient is reduced and not perfectly anechoic. Furthermore, this weak dependence of the dominant frequency on l is also observed in the present experiments ( Figure 5 ). Therefore, flame generated ITA feedback loop is the root cause for instability observed in the restricted exit combustor.
Acoustic reflection coefficient at the exit
In addition, we calculate acoustic reflection coefficient (R) at the exit of the combustor using two microphone techniques from the measured pressure fluctuations. The procedure described in Seybert and Ross 34 is used. Figure 11 shows the variation of R with Mach number M cold for both straight and restricted exits.
In the case of AR ¼ 1, we observe that the amplitude and phase of R remain close to 1 (Figure 11(a) ) and 180 ( Figure 11(b) ), respectively, indicating that the exit is indeed acoustically open. On the other hand, for the case with AR ¼ 0.12, jRj takes a lower value, indicating significant acoustic losses at the exit. Since ITA modes dominate for the case where jRj takes a relatively low value, 10 we believe that the above result further strengthens the evidence for ITA mode. Also, we observe that the phase of R takes a non-monotonic variation with M cold .
Before we end this section, we check for the possibility of the Helmholtz mode of oscillations. Previous investigations of experimental configurations similar to the current one reported the presence of Helmholtz mode of oscillations. 10, 12 Settling chamber and burner act together to form a ''volume'' and ''neck'' pair. For the current geometry, the volume of the settling chamber V pl , the cross section S bur and length of the burner l bur equal 11:53 Â 10 À3 m 3 , 11:84 Â 10 À4 m 2 and 80 Â 10 À3 m, respectively. For all the experimental configurations, the cold side temperature is constant at 298.15 K, which leads to the speed of sound c ¼ 346 m/s. Hence, the Helmholtz frequency, f Hel ¼ c=ð2Þ Â ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi S bur =ðV pl l bur Þ p ¼ 62:4 Hz, which is low in comparison with the frequency observed in Figures 5  and 6 . Further, the calculated frequency is independent of the air flow rate. Hence, Helmholtz mode is not responsible for the occurrence of instability.
Conclusions
Thermoacoustic instabilities are known to occur due to the resonant coupling between the unsteady flame and the cavity modes of the combustor. However, instabilities supported by the feedback processes that are intrinsic to unsteady flame are recently discovered by Hoeijmakers et al. 1 and Emmert et al. 2 In this study, we observe ITA instability in a swirl stabilized turbulent partially premixed flame combustor. Air flow rate, length of the combustor and length of the mixing zone in the burner are varied for two exit conditions: (i) constant and (ii) reduced area exits. The measured unsteady pressure fluctuations are used to identify the mechanism of thermoacoustic instability and characterize the nature of transition from combustion noise to instability. In combination with experimental observations and results from the network model, we concluded that the dominant frequency of oscillations observed for the combustor with reduced area exit is due to the flame ITA feedback loop. In the network analysis, we used a simple time delay model for the unsteady heat release rate, which could be improved. However, the network analysis enabled us to identify and distinguish ITA and entropy modes. The presence of reduced area exit increases acoustic loss. Therefore, any passive control strategies to dampen cavity acoustic modes by increasing the acoustic loss at the boundaries have to consider the possibility of the occurrence of ITA oscillations. Although the above statements are recently known from theoretical investigations, 10 a direct experimental demonstration in case of an industry-type partially premixed combustor is made in this paper. Hence, in practical combustors with reduced exit area and reduced acoustic reflection coefficients, ITA modes are expected to become dominant.
